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Dear BarrY. 

Whether or not accurately, I ha:v,e, been told that the Po at has a Helms memo 
that was not used by the committee. this is described as one proving Helms a liar. 
The Post is said to have used its contents about a month and a half ago. I do not 
recall it. 

If there is such a memo and if you can let me have it, I would appreciate it. 
I read Szulc's book on Hunt long before Woodward's review. Le describes the 

book other than I would. I found the book fascinating in ways he did not indicate. 
This week Dan Rather reported Hellen/CIL connections. I failed to interest your 

people in this a year and a hmi f ago. If there is anything you can let me have on 
this it might help me pursue the efforts I am still making. I was not aware of the 
Singapore connection Rather reported. There are others he did not report. They are 
of a nature that loads me to believe he reported what he had been told, not what he 
dug up on his own. 

There is, I am certain, a major thing here. If you can assist me in any way, 
it might produce something significant. 

Recently there were stories on a Nader deposition that was made public.It 
deals with the Plumbers and as I recall with the dairy business. Bo you have it? I am onto some unreported Plumbers activities, so almost anything on them can be 
of value. There are also unreported connections of contributions I am following. As best I can, that is. 

I liked Paul's Ray story. 

I can provide another if it interests you. It addresses federal knowledge 
that he did not do the shooting. While I can provide the leads by phone, I would 
prefer not to. 

Sincerely, 


